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=============== HELIUM PINGer is a lightweight application that was designed in order to provide you with a simple
means of checking IP addresses and tracing domains with a couple of clicks. The software can handle lists with IP addresses that
will be checked in moments. Features HELIUM PINGer: ======================= * Attach multiple IP addresses at
once * Add/Edit/Remove/Cut/Copy text boxes * Import a list with IP addresses (or folders) from any text file * Download
results and even send them by Email * Unzip any archive into folders * View a list of computer names, IP addresses and
addresses * View list of domains with referer or user-agent * View a list of domains with any specific information * Send http
request to any site * Check internet status * Print results to file * Send alerts by Email * Export to clipboard Installation
============= * You need to have WGET installed on your system. * Download HELIUM PINGer from the download page
* Unzip and extract the contents to a new folder * Type "heliumping.exe" and press enter * Follow instructions * You can run
HELIUM PINGer as administrator * Press the "Check for Updates" button * A dialog opens and informs you of new updates *
If available, update to the newest version and press "OK" * The software runs in the background * When finished, press the
"Exit" button * You can check if HELIUM PINGer is installed by right clicking the application and select "Send File to
HELIUM PINGer" * Press "Ok" when the requested file arrives * Press "Finish" to close the dialog. * You can start HELIUM
PINGer by double clicking on the application * Start HELIUM PINGer and wait for results IMPORTANT: ========== *
After updating please restart HELIUM PINGer to make sure it gets updated to the newest version Requirements
============= * Windows XP / Windows 7 *.NET 2.0 License ======= * This program is free for private use provided
the source code is included. * You are free to modify the source code and redistribute the modified version. * You are allowed
to sell your product developed with HELIUM PINGer. Feedback ====== * Send feedback to: [email protected

HELIUM PINGer Crack X64

HELIUM PINGer is a lightweight application that was designed in order to provide you with a simple means of checking IP
addresses and tracing domains with a couple of clicks. The software can handle lists with IP addresses that will be checked in
moments. Linux Networking Tools is a collection of more than 125 tools to install on Linux or contribute to the Linux
Networking Foundation. At least one of these tools is available in each sub-category of the Linux kernel subsystems. The
official site was run by Maxime B Web MP3 Creator is a simple tool for creating and sharing MP3 files with embedded ID3
tags (artist, album, track title) with links to their locations in real time. Since they are embedded, they can be shared as
attachments without the use of third party hosting. Web MP3 Creator Description: Web MP3 Creator is a simple tool for
creating and sharing MP3 files with embedded ID3 tags (artist, album, track title) with links to their locations in real time. Since
they are embedded, they can be shared as attachments without the use of third party hosting. Filemanager2 is a utility to help
browse, manage, and organize files on Windows NT, 2000, or XP. It can also help you to create such files, as well as extract
data from them. This Tool can also help you to manage the errors appearing when you are watching your disc or when your files
are having errors. Thanks to this tool, you can also extract the contents of any kind of file, and if you don't know what type of
format is the file, it will give you a good idea about it too. Fileinfo is a useful and easy to use application for giving you a
detailed view of the structure of a directory or file. It is 100% FREE. Fileinfo Description: Fileinfo is a useful and easy to use
application for giving you a detailed view of the structure of a directory or file. It is 100% FREE. The free version of the
Adabas File Manager is the most complete free and powerful Windows app out there for organizing your files. Full file browser
support, easy viewing of all files on the device including image, music, video, and PDFs and the ability to open files directly
from the file manager. I've been using FolderPath for my music files for years. It manages my music files, and all I have to do is
backup and it does it for me. 09e8f5149f
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HELIUM PINGer provides the means to discover and trace IP addresses and domains names that are active on the internet. The
application can be used in a great many cases, to check a list of IP addresses that has been configured previously by the user.
HELIUM PINGer Features: 1- List with active IP addresses or domains names 2- Option to delete or copy the list 3- Option to
show only the IP address, or only the domain name 4- Option to search the list 5- Option to maintain the list of IP addresses, or
only the list of domains names in the active directory 6- Clear list of IP addresses, or only the list of domains names 7- Clear
search box 8- Option to close the main interface 9- Option to minimize the Helium Pinger interface 10- Option to refresh the
list of IP addresses or the list of domains names that have been already added by the user 11- Option to toggle the block of the
IP addresses or the domain names list which are active at present 12- Option to toggle the block of the IP addresses or the
domain names list which have been already added by the user 13- Option to remove the block of the IP addresses or the domain
names list which are active at present 14- Option to toggle the block of the IP addresses or the domain names list which have
been already added by the user 15- Option to remove the block of the IP addresses or the domain names list which have been
already added by the user 16- Option to toggle the option to view the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added by
the user on the current date 17- Option to toggle the option to view the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added
by the user on the current date 18- Option to add the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added by the user on the
current date as a note 19- Option to change the view option to see the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added by
the user on the current date 20- Option to add the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added by the user on the
current date as a note 21- Option to view the IP addresses or the domain names that have been added by the user on the current
date as a note 22- Export the IP addresses list or the domain names list to a text file 23- Option to clear the search box 24-
Option

What's New in the HELIUM PINGer?

This tool provides a fast, simple, and easy to use way to test and trace domain names or IP addresses. It searches IP addresses
and provides reverse DNS information as well as list of sites or resources served up by an IP. The tool can work with lists of IP
addresses and can provide reverse DNS information as well as list of sites served up by a particular IP. The tool can work with
lists of IP addresses such as mailto:onion@199.200.10.118, and the entire file. The tool can check your IP address quickly and
easily. The tool is lightweight and doesn’t take up a lot of RAM. This tool runs on Windows 2000, 2000, XP, Vista, and
Windows 7. The tool can be downloaded for free for home use. The tool can run on virtually any computer. The tool is
completely free. The tool has support for IPv6. The tool has support for multiple languages. The tool provides an easy way to
test your IP. The tool has support for debugging. The tool provides a fast and easy way to check your IP address. The tool
doesn’t require installation. Save your time and fuel on your way, so you can be more focused on what’s going on behind your
computer screen.Avis Windows 10 allows you to find out in a jiffy if you're connected to the internet, and if yes, which
provider you're using. You just have to click on "Open Avis Windows 10" and it'll indicate on your screen if you're connected or
not.It will show you the values in percentage if you're connected to free WiFi, to 3G or to the mobile network. The HISTORY
LOG is a useful software program for Windows operating systems. It has three main functions: it records your activities, notes
your different files and applications, and generates a calendar. It records all the information you do and how long it lasts, and the
computer stores them in a log. You can get information like what documents you saved, what programs you used, what was the
last web page you visited, when you installed different programs, etc. It also notes all the different files and applications used,
including documents, audio, video, and images. This type of information is perfect for auditing. The HISTORY LOG also
generates a calendar
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System Requirements:

-Supported: Windows Vista (32-bit and 64-bit) and Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) Minimum System Requirements for all PC
versions are: -Supported: Windows XP (32-bit and 64-bit) Minimum system requirements for the PC version of Dragon Age 2
are: -Supported: Windows XP SP2 (32-bit and 64-bit) Minimum system requirements for the Xbox 360 version of Dragon Age
2 are: -Supported: Windows Vista (32-
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